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Abstract. A P-set is a closed set which is interior to any zero

set (closed G¿) which contains it. Henriksen and Isbell snowed

that the 'support set' in ßN\N of a nonnegative regular matrix is a

P-set. We show that each such support set contains a family of Ie

pairwise disjoint perfect nowhere dense .P-sets, so that not every

.P-set comes from a matrix. Moreover, each of the P-sets produced

is the support of a Borel probability measure on ßN\N.

1. Introduction. Let T=(tmn) be a nonnegative regular matrix, FT

the filter of subsets A of the positive integers AT such that T— lim %A=l,

and KT the corresponding closed set in ßN\N. Henriksen and Isbell

[H-I] showed that KT is perfect and a 'F-set', i.e., is a closed set which

is interior to any closed G6 set which contains it. It is natural to ask

whether every such subset of ßN\N is related to a nonnegative matrix

as above. This question is resolved by

Theorem. Assume the continuum hypothesis. Then there exists a

family of 2° pairwise disjoint perfect nowhere dense P-set s contained in KT.

Moreover each of these P-sets is the support set of a Borel probability

measure on ßN\N.

According to [H-I] the set KT has nonvoid intersection with each

member of an uncountable family of pairwise disjoint clopen subsets of

ßN\N, so it cannot be the support set of a Borel measure. Hence

Corollary. Under the continuum hypothesis there exist perfect

nowhere dense P-sets in ßN\N which do not correspond to any regular matrix.

In the fourth section we prove a more general version of the main

theorem. Namely, let T=(tmn) satisfy

(1) lim(w-»-oo) tmn=0 for all n,

(2) supm2Jrm„|<co,

(3) limsup(m-*oo) Zn |fm„|>0.
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Then the support set KT of T can again be defined (although not in so

simple a fashion as above). As far as the author knows, unless T is non-

negative it is not known whether KT is a P-set. Nevertheless we show that

KT contains a family of 2C pairwise disjoint perfect nowhere dense P-sets,

each the support of a Borel probability measure.

2. Preliminaries.

2.1. Notation. If A<=N, let A' be its closure in ßN and A*=A'<\

ßN\N. Then N*=ßN\N. Note that KT=f) {A*:A eFT}. We write
cl R for the closure of any subset R of N*. C*(N) is the space of bounded

real functions on N. life C*(N),f is its extension to ßN, and/* the

restriction off to N*.
T= (tmn) will always (except in §4) be a nonnegative regular matrix. If

c0 is the space of real functions on A^ which vanish at infinity, then

T(c0)<=^c0, so Tinduces an operator T* on C(N*) by the formula T*f*=

(7)0* (fe C*(N)). By regularity of T, T*l = l. If peN*, let mv be the
Borel probability measure representing the functional f-*-T*f(p)

(fe C(N*)), Kv the support set of mv, and K=c\ \J {Kv:p e N*}. If T is
nonnegative, then it is easy to see that K=KT, where KT is as in the Intro-

duction (see [A]).

2.2. Definition. Let T= (tmn). S= (smn) is a submatrix of T if there is

a sequence m(k) of integers such that the A:th row of S is the m(k)th row

of T.

2.3. Proposition. Let Wbe a clopen subset ofN*. Then cl U {Kp :p e W}

is the support set of a submatrix ofT, and hence is a P-set.

Proof. Let A c N with A*=W. Let cp : N-+A be an order preserving

bijection, and cp*:N*-*W be its extension to N* (again a bijection). Let

S be the matrix such that Sf(n)=f(<pn) (fe C*(N)), and R=S ° T. Then

Rf(n)=Tf(cpn), so R is a submatrix of T. On C(N*), R*=S* ° T*, and

if PeN*,feC(N*),

R*f(p)=T*f(çv*p)=\  fdmq,
JKv

where q—cp*p. Hence the support of the matrix R is

KR = cl\J{Kq:q=çp*p,peN*}.

But since cp*:N*^»W is a bijection, KR=cl U {Kv'-P e W}, and by the

Henriksen-Isbell theorem KR is a P-set.

2.4. Proposition.   /// is a P-set, then L=cl U {Kv:p eJ} is a P-set.

Proof. Let/e C(N*) be nonnegative with L<=f~x(0). We must show

there is an open V with L<= V<^f-x(0). Now if pej, Tf(p)=0 (since/
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vanishes on KA, so /<= (7jf)-1(0). But J is a F-set, so there exists open U

with /<= u<= (F/)_1(0). By compactness of J there exists clopen W with

Jc w<=: U. Now/? e If implies Tf(p) — 0, i.e., the integral off with respect

to the measure mv is 0. Since/is nonnegative, Kp'=f~1(0). Hence

Lc:clU{/Cp:/'£^}<=/-1(0).

Since W is clopen, 2.3 implies that the set in the middle is a F-set, so

there exists open F with ¿c Vcf~l(0).

2.5. Corollary.   If p is a F-point, then Kv is a F-set.

3. Proof of the theorem.   We assume T=(tmn) satisfies

lim(w ->■ oo) sup{/m„:n e N} — 0.

(If this condition is not satisfied, then KT contains a clopen set W [Ra],

and we can construct a matrix which does satisfy the condition, whose

support set is contained in W.) By Lemma 4.1.2. of [P] we may assume

without loss of generality that T is truncated, i.e., there exist sequences

{r(m)} and {s(m)}, both increasing monotonically to infinity, with tmn—0

whenever n<r(m) or n>s(m). By regularity of F we may also assume each

row sum is 1. Taking T to have this form, it follows that there exist

»n(l)<»7(2)<- • ■ such that the corresponding rows have disjoint supports,

i.e., if ijíy, then tm(i)k>0 implies tmU)k=0. Let S be the matrix having as

its kth row the m(k)th row of T. Then KS<^KT, for if A<=N and

r—limjk—1, then S-Iim-^ = 1.
Now S is a nonnegative regular matrix with row sums= 1, and whose

rows have disjoint supports. Ifp e N*, let L„ be the support of the measure

representing the functional f—>-(S*f)(p) (feC(N*)). Assuming the con-

tinuum hypothesis, there are 2C F-points in N* [R], and if p is a F-point,

then 2.5 implies Lv is a F-set. Each Lv is nowhere dense, since the support

of a Borel measure in N* is nowhere dense. (Every clopen subset of N*

contains a family of c pairwise disjoint clopen sets.) Lemma 3.1 below

will imply that ifp and q are distinct, then Lv and L„ are disjoint. To show

that if p is a F-point, L„ is perfect, note that Lp is a F-set. It is easy to see

that an isolated point in a F-set must be a P-point. We show in Lemma

3.2 that Ks contains no F-points.

3.1. Lemma. Let S=(smn) be a nonnegative regular matrix such that

each row sum is 1, and distinct rows have disjoint supports. Let Lp (p e N*)

be as above. Ifp?±q, then Lv and Lq are disjoint.

Proof. First we show that 5 maps the set {/e C*(A/):0-g/^l} on

itself, and hence S* maps {/eC(JV*):0^/<l} on itself. If 0-g/^l,

define g e C*(N) to have the value/(w) for each k such that smk^0, and

let g(k)=0 if smk=0 for all m. Then Sg(m)=Zksmkg(k)=f(m) for all m.
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Now let p and q be distinct points of N*, and choose fe C(N*) with

0<fêl,f(p)=l,f(q)=0. Chooseg e CÍA'*) with 0^g<l, S*g=f. Since
S*g(q)=0, g vanishes on La. If Lqí)Lvjí0 , thenf(p)=S*g(p)<l,a con-
tradiction. Hence Lv and LQ are disjoint.

3.2. Lemma.    Let S=(smn) be a nonnegative regular matrix such that

(a) lim(m->oo) sup{smn:n e N}=0, and

(b) the rows of S have disjoint supports.

Then Ks contains no P-points.

Proof. First we show that if F is any ultrafilter in N and / is the

infimum over A e F of the quantities lim sup(m->-oo) 2 {smn :ne A}, then

/=0. Suppose />0. By (a) we may assume smn<t/4 for all m and n.

Choose A e F such that

lim sup(m — oo) 2 {*«„:« e A} < ($)/.

Then M exists such that ~Z{smn:n e A}<(f)t whenever m^.M. Let

Lm={k:smk9i0}, so that, by (b), Lm and Lv are disjoint whenever m^p.

For each m, let g(m) he the largest integer in Lm such that

^{smn:neA,n<g(m)}<(l)t.

Then, unless 2 {■*„,„:« eA}<(f)t, we have

J^{smn:neA,n^g(m)}>(l)t.

hetB=\JmLmr\[Q,g(m))r\A. Since Pis an ultrafilter, either Be F or

C=A\B e F. But B <£ F because

lim sup(w — co) 2 {smn:n efi}£ (f)/ < /.

We shall obtain a contradiction by showing C$F as well. Let m^.M.

IfI{smn--"£A}<(î)t,thenZ{smn:neC}<(î)t<(î)t.lfZ{smn:neA}2:

(f)/, then since smMm)<t¡A we have

d)t>^{smn:neA}

> //2 + íTO.í(m) + 2 {W« e C\{g(«)}}

=.//2 + 2{i»«:»eC},

whence again 2 {smn:n e C}<(|-)/-//2 = (|)/. Hence

lim sup{w ̂  co) 2 {im»:« eQá (t)' < ',

so C i F.
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Now suppose F is the filter of sets corresponding to a F-point p in N*.

By what we have just shown, there exists, for each n, an A(n) e F with

lim sup(m—" <x>) S {smk:k e A(n)} < 1/n.

Sincep is a F-point, there exists Ae F with A \A(n) finite for all n, whence

lim sup(m -* co) y {smk:k e A} = 0.

If B=N\A,   then   lim(m-+oo) %{smk:k e B} = 1.   Hence  B e Fs,  and

KS^B* while p$B*.

4. A more general result. As pointed out by the referee, it is not

necessary to assume that T=(tmn) is regular and nonnegative, but only

that it satisfy conditions (1), (2) and (3) of the Introduction. Then

T(c0)^c0, and again we get an operator F* on C(N*), with support

defined by the formula KT—cl (j {KB:p e N*}. To the author's knowledge,

unless T is nonnegative it is not known whether KT is a F-set (see [H-I]

and the proofs of the Henriksen-Isbell theorem which occur on p. 440

of [A] and p. 414 of [H-S]. Apparently the difficulty is that unless F=0,

it is not clear how to describe KT, as in the first sentence of the Introduc-

tion, as the intersection of summable sets). To show the theorem holds

for this case, we show that KT contains the support set of a nonnegative

regular matrix.

As in the first paragraph of §3, we may assume F is truncated, and

choose a submatrix S=(smn) of F such that distinct rows are disjoint, and

such that (1), (2), and (3) are satisfied. Then (as can be seen from the

proof of 2.3) KS<=KT. For each m and n, let pmn=max{smn, 0}, qmn=

-min{smn, 0}, P=(pmn), and Q=(qmn). P and Q both satisfy (1) and (2),

and at least one of them (say P) satisfies (3). By taking a submatrix of F

if need be, we may assume

(4) lim inf(w -»■ co) ^ pmn > 0.
n

Let Pm=2npmn, rmn=pmjPm, and R = (rm„). Then KR<^KT, and R is

regular and nonnegative.

4.1. Question. It is not known if the continuum hypothesis is needed

to prove the existence of P-points in N*. Is it needed to prove the existence

of Borel measures on N* whose support sets are F-sets?
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